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Abstract

P (C|M ) =

Q

w∈M

P (C|w). To convert P (w|C)

into the desired P (C|w), the bayes’ formula is

For this year’s Spam track we used classifiers
based on language models. These models are
used to compute the log-likelihood for each individual message and then classify them as either
ham or spam. Different data sets were used to
train these language models. Our approach is
simple, we initially create simple unigram language models and smooth the probabilities of
unseen tokens by means of the expected likelihood estimator with a small discount probability
tuned in a training corpus.

used: P (C|w) = [P (w|C)P (C)]/P (w).
Language Models on the other hand normally
take a multinomial approach within a single distribution for all tokens, regardless of how many
messages they occur. One benefit of the multinomial approach is the number of available discounting and smoothing methods to handle unseen tokens, whereas some Bayesian approaches
often handle this situation heuristically (e.g. unseen tokens are assigned a constant probability
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regardless of other tokens’ probabilities).

Introduction

Our submissions to this year’s TREC are
The statistical approaches for spam filtering based on language models. While spam clasare often Bayesian and assume a multivariate sification can be seen as a text categorization
Bernoulli distribution for tokens based on the with only two classes, it has some distinct charnumber of messages they appear[9, 6, 1, 4, 8]. acteristics from normal text, among others: a)
Each word in each corpus, ham and spam, is as- e-mail massages have some structure; b) spam
signed a conditional probability for each given is written to look like a legit message; c) the
class, i.e. P (w|C = ham) and P (w|C = spam). arrival order of messages maybe important; d)
For a new message M , the goal is to com- spam messages mutate to avoid filters. It is our
pute P (C = ham|M ) and P (C = spam|M ), intention to evaluate the language models in this
which will then be used to decide to what context since it has yielded good results in other
Robinson [8] pro- text classification tasks, outperforming state-ofposes the use of the χ2 distribution confidence art classifiers such as SVMs in many of them [7].
class the message belongs.

Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the lan-

intervals to decide if the message is spam or
ham.

In the most common approach — the guage models used in our submissions. The fol-

naive bayes — every word is considered inde- lowing section, 3, describes the training data we
pendent from each other, i.e. for a given class C, used for our models and section 4 presents our
1

is chosen [7]. In the case of a dichotomous test,

results and discussion.

such as the one found in spam filtering, there are
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other alternatives. Dunning proposes the use of

Simple Language Models

log-likelihood test to validate the hypothesis that
Language models are generative with some order the classes are distinguishable [3]. For that he
approximation to the language [10]. We start explored the fact that a log-likelihood is asymptotically χ2 distributed and as such we can use

described the general form of the model:

confidence intervals from the distribution to deY

P (M ) = P (w1 )

P (wi |w1 ..wi − 1)

cide if a message is spam or not.

(1)

Another important aspect in language models

i=2..n

is the sparseness problem. Specially in higher-

where w1 ..wi − 1 is called the history. The effect

order approximations, the number of potential

of history is more important in nearby neighbors,

combinations is high. For a vocabulary V , con-

i.e. the outcome of the current word is more

taining v = |V | distinct words, a k-order ap-

influenced by recently occurring ones. This is

proximation will have v k combinations. Even for

explored in the high-order approximations and it

very large corpora the number of possible com-

is equivalent to the Markov assumptions, where

binations is greater than then number of seen

older history is not taken into account
Y

P (M ) =

ones, and even for modest values of k because
the vocabulary tend to be large. For this prob-

P (wi |wi−k+1 ..wi−1 )

(2)

lem several approaches exists [2, 5], the so-called

i=1..n

smoothing and discounting techniques. The ba-

for a k-order approximation.

sic idea is to reserve some probability mass for

A first-order word approximation (unigram

the unseen events in the training data. For sim-

model) is simply
P (M ) =

plicity, we have used the expected likelihood esY

P (wi )

timate:

(3)

i=1..n

f (wi ) + λ
(4)
N + Bλ
tual text. Equation 3 is also used to described where N is the size of the corpus (tokens) and
the zero-order approximation. Shannon makes B is the number of unique words (types). The
Pele (wi ) =

where |M | = n and P (wi ) are observed from ac-

the distinction between zero and first based only frequency of a word is given by f (wi ). The value
on the estimates of P (wi ). In the zero-order, the of λ can be trained and if its value is set to 1
estimates are sampled from an uniform distribu- then it is equivalent to the Laplace’s law [5].
tion.
The model is called generative since we can, by

3

sampling with replacement, generate sequences

Training

that will have similar distribution to the model. For each class, ham and spam, we created disWhen used in text classification, a model can tinct unigram language models. For every new
be built for each class and the most likely class message the likelihood is computed in both ham
2

Corpus

% Ham

% Spam

1-ROCA%

Miscl.

Miscl.

Full

3.41

5.10

2.08

mrx

4.93

2.26

sb

1.44

tm

1.77

Corpus

% Ham

% Spam

Miscl.

Miscl.

Full

3.57

5.33

2.18

1.91

mrx

5.97

2.72

3.08

24.13

1.41

sb

1.03

17.29

1.58

27.34

2.92

tm

1.80

27.87

2.71

Table 1: Results for run pucrs0

1-ROCA%

Table 2: Results for run pucrs1
Corpus

and spam language models and the log-likelihood
odds is used to classify the message. In two sub-

% Ham

% Spam

Miscl.

Miscl.

1-ROCA%

missions, pucrs0 and pucrs1, we use the result

Full

3.35

5.00

1.97

of the equation 5 to classify the message. If the

mrx

6.07

2.77

3.45

outcome is higher than a threshold the message

sb

2.47

40.90

5.44

is considered spam, otherwise it is ham.

tm

2.17

20.73

3.69

Table 3: Results for run pucrs2
Ps (M )
log LL = log
Ph (M )
X
=
log Ps (w) − log Ph (w)

(5) data, once again the spamassassin corpus. As
result, four distinct models are kept: incom-

w∈M

ing ham (Ph ), incoming spam (Ps ), background

where Ps (w) is the probability of generating the

ham (Phb ) and background spam (Psb ). The two

word w according to the spam language model

pairs of language models are then linearly inter-

and Ph (w) the analogous for the ham language

polated, as depicted in equation 6. The mix-

model.

ture parameters are not fixed and, after a certain

We use a train-on-everything approach, for all

number of messages are collected, the weights as-

incoming messages we update the corresponding

signed to background probabilities are reduced

language model. In the first run, labeled pucrs0,

linearly. The initial weights λs for spam lan-

the token frequencies from the incoming mes-

guage models and λh for the ham language mod-

sages are accumulated to those originated from

els are trained on spamassassin corpus. These

the training data set, in this case the spamas-

weights are reduced as the number of incoming

sassin corpus. The same approach was used in

messages increases.

the second run, labeled pucrs1, but, instead of
the spamassassin corpus, we used messages from
a spam archive and for ham messages we used

λs Ps (M ) + (1 − λs )Psb (M )
log LL = log
λh Ph (M ) + (1 − λh )Phb (M )
X
=
log[λs Ps (M ) + (1 − λs )Psb (M )]

documents extracted from the AQUAINT corpus.
In the third run, pucrs2, the token frequen-

w∈M

− log[λh Ph (M ) + (1 − λh )Phb (M )]

cies from the incoming messages are kept separate from those originated from the training

(6)
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Figure 1: ROC for the Full corpus

Figure 3: ROC for the sb corpus

Figure 4: ROC for the tm corpus

Figure 2: ROC for the mrx corpus
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Results and Discussion

To tune the decision process we use a threshold for the likelihood odds and actively change its For our run pucrs0, the results are shown in the
value based on the misclassifications performed table 1 for the several corpora used. Table 2
so far. Since ham misclassifications is consid- presents the results for pucrs1 and table 3 conered to be worse than spam misclassification, the tain the results for pucrs2. The overall misclasthreshold tuning is more aggressive when the for- sification rates are high and on two corpora, sb
mer occur. In our case, this tuning is particularly and tm, the spam misclassification is very high.
necessary when the classifiers have not being ex- These two corpora have number of spam mesposed to enough data to create the model. In sages small compared to the total number of messpam detection this can be the case when adapt- sages: only around 11% of messages on sb and tm
ing the filter to a new user that does not have corpora is spam. In these two corpora the clasenough training data. This tuning process has sification thresholds are biased to ham scores,
an effect on the number of messages correctly or i.e., the threshold to classify a message as spam
incorrectly classified but does not make a differ- is high. The two other corpora are more balence on the area under the ROC curve.

anced, only 18% of messages in mrx corpus are
4
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